## Intersections

### 1. Sight Distance
Is there a clear view with no obstructions in all directions for reasonable distance? ☐ Yes ☐ No

### 2. Stopping Distance
Is there adequate stopping distance when wet or icy? ☐ Yes ☐ No

### 3. Grade
Does the road grade gradually level prior to the intersection? ☐ Yes ☐ No

### 4. Shape
Is the intersection shaped to drain properly? ☐ Yes ☐ No
Consider maintaining shape of highest service level road in the intersection.

### 5. Intersection with a paved road. (If present)
Does nonpaved road shape flatten in advance of pavement? ☐ Yes ☐ No
Are bumps and dips present at intersection? ☐ Yes ☐ No
Is the road surfaced with aggregate before entering a paved highway? ☐ Yes ☐ No

### 6. Signs
Are road signs adequate? Consider the following. Check those needed.
- Right-of-way (Stop/Yield) ☐
- Weight limits ☐
- Seasonal closure ☐
- Speed limit ☐
- Private property ☐
- Road name or number ☐
- Caution/Hazard ☐
- Permission ☐
- Property Name ☐